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Abstract 
As of Today (2017) Geographic Information (GI) is a vital part of our daily life. With different 

applications like Google Maps it is hard to not get in contact with these platforms. Applications like 

Google are becoming more than just maps for us to find our way in the real world, they contain 

important data. As of now some of these datasets are kept by authorities and institutes with no 

connection to each other.  One way to link this information to each other is by using Linked Data and 

more specifically when it comes to GI, Linked Geodata. By linking data together, information 

becomes connected, which can help the structure of Open Data and other data collaborates. It also 

enables ways to query the data to for example in search engines.  

 

This Bachelor of Science thesis has been conducted at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, in 

cooperation with Digpro AB. This thesis purpose is to examine whether the Linked Geodata is 

something to invest in. This was done by investigating current use to understand how Linked 

Geodata is implemented, as well to describe challenges and possibilities in respect to Linked 

Geodata. This is done by literature review and through interviews with personnel working with 

implementation of Linked Geodata.  

 

The result showed some implementations in the Netherlands and in Finland, also a private initiative 

from the University of Leipzig called LinkedGeoData. In Sweden authorities had explored the topic of 

Linked Geodata without any actual attempts to implement it. The biggest challenges was that 

queries did not supported all kind of spatial data, maintain the Linked Geodata consistent and find a 

way to fund the workload. The biggest possibilities were to create cooperation between authorities, 

integration and discoverability of data in search engines and to improve the environment for 

publishing open data, which could lead to an improved social and economic situation.  

 

After evaluation this thesis concludes that there is a lot of potential use for Linked Geodata. The 

most considerable possible use is for authorities with a larger amount of geodata especially 

regarding their publishing of Open Data and integrating their data to search engines to provide more 

advanced queries. The technology seems to have some problems, mainly the lack of support for 

spatial data and also problems with maintaining the connections. However the problems are not too 

severe in order to not invest in the technology. The technology just needs some improvements and 

more initiatives.  

 

Keywords: geodata, Geographical Information, Linked Data, Linked Geodata, Semantic Web 
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Sammanfattning 
Idag (2017) är Geografisk Information (GI) en viktigt del av vårt dagliga liv. Med olika applikationer 

som Google Maps så är det svårt att inte komma i kontakt med sådana plattformar. Dem börjar bli 

mer än bara kartor för att hitta vart man ska. Idag är informationen i många fall inte knuten till 

varandra vilket betyder att informationen skulle kunna utnyttjas bättre om det var länkat.  Ett sätt 

att länka sådan information och länka objekt till varandra är med Länkade Data och mer specifikt när 

det kommer till GI Länkade Geodata. Länkade Data kan sedan användas vid publicering av öppen 

data, för att berika mängden information. Det kan också användas för att förberedd webben för 

maskin läsning. Med detta menas att datorer ska kunna läsa av webben.  

  

Detta är en Kandidat examensarbete som har varit dirigerat av Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, i 

samarbete med företaget Digpro AB. Syftet med denna uppsats är att ta reda på om Länkade 

Geodata är något att investera i. Detta var utfört genom att ta reda på hur dagsläget ser ut i olika 

länder samt hur det är implementerat. Samt beskriva utmaningar och möjligheter med Länkade 

Geodata. Detta är utfört genom litteraturstudier och intervjuer med behörig personal som antingen 

arbetar inom Geodata sektorn eller med Länkade Geodata. 

 

Resultatet visade några implementationer i Nederländer och Finland samt ett privat initiativ av ett 

Universitet kallat LinkedGeoData. I Sverige hade institut utvärderat möjligheterna för Länkade 

Geodata samt kommit fram med riktlinjer, men ingen storskalig implementation har blivit gjord. De 

störst utmaningarna var hitta tillräckligt med stöd för alla typer av spatial data, underhålla det så 

kallade Semantiska Molnet samt fördela arbetsbörda och hitta en finansiär. Det största 

möjligheterna var att kunna skapa en samverkan mellan olika instituts data, integration och 

upptäckbarhet av information i sökmotorer samt en förbättrad miljö för publicering av öppen data 

som kan leda till social och ekonomiska förbättringar.  

 

Den här uppsatsen drar slutsatsen att det finns stor potential användande för Länkade Geodata. Det 

störst användningsområdet är för institut med stor mängder geodata speciellt när det kommer till 

användandet av att publicera Öppen Data och integrera information till sökmotorer för att möjligöra 

svårare frågeställningar. Tekniken har en del problem t.ex. med att bearbeta spatial data och att den 

är svår att underhålla. Dock är dessa problem inte graverande nog att stoppa investeringar i den. 

Tekniken behöver förbättringar och mer initiativ till bearbetning av den. 

 

Nyckelord: geodata, Geografisk information, Länkade Data, Länkade Geodata, Semantisk web 
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Terms and Abbreviations 
API   Application programming interface 

GeoSPARQL   A Geographic query language for RDF data 

GML   Geography markup language 

Inspire   Infrastructure for spatial information in Europe 

JSON   JavaScript Object Notation 

Linked Data The term used to a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing 

and connecting pieces of data, information and knowledge, on the 

Semantic Web using URI and RDF 

Linked Geodata Similar to Linked Data, focus on the handling of geographical data. 

OGC   Open Geospatial Consortium, standard and documents for geodata 

Open Data   Data released under free license for anyone to use 

Oracle   Integrated Cloud Application and Platform Service 

OSM   Open Street Map, data and maps of the world free for anyone to use 

OWL   Web Ontology Language 

RDF    Resource Description Framework, The structure of the linking 

REST   Representational State Transfer 

SDI   Spatial data infrastructure 

Semantic Web The extension of the web. The web of Linked Data 

SPARQL   A query language for RDF data 

Triplets  Often refers to RDF connections of links between the three statements, 

Object, Predicate and Subject 

UML  Unified modeling language 

URI   Uniform Resource Identifier 

URL   Uniform Resource Locator 

VOiD   Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets 

W3C   World Wide Web Consortium, international web standards 

WFS  Web feature service, provides an interface allowing request for geo 

data 

WGS84   World Geodetic System 1984, global geodetic reference system 

XML   Extensible Markup language 
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1   Introduction 
 

1.1   Background 
Geographic information (GI) as a term has existed at least thirty to forty years, mostly conspired 

within a small community for the majority of the time. Most of the time GI refers to information that 

has a geographic component. GI is becoming increasingly more used both for geographical analysis 

and also as a tool to integrate data. With the increasing use of the data and other types of data new 

technique to query, publish and structure data have emerged. One of these is The Semantic Web 

with use of so called Linked Data. The terms Semantic Web and Linked Data are newer terms. The 

Semantic Web was first mentioned in the late nineties and was a concept to make computers and 

user understand data easier on the web (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). In May of 2001 Scientific American 

published an article written partly by Tim Berners-Lee the director of the World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C). The article describes the very basics of the Semantic Web. The article describes a 

vision where a machine readable web that can deliver services. In the article an example is brought 

up where a sick person can ask the computer for the best available treatment. The computer can 

access information about the person and available appointments; it then arranges an appointment 

and has a preferred optimal route. The article emphasizes how the conventional web transforms to 

web for computers not only for humans (Berners-Lee et.al, 2001). Linked Data as a term has been 

around since the mid-2000s. Linked Data is a component to achieve a Semantic Web and it is an 

specification of how data shall be structured, interrelated and published on the web (Hart & 

Dolbear, 2013). 

 

1.2   Aim of the study and goals 
The aim of this study is to investigate whether Linked Data is a useful method of handling and 

publishing geodata. 

 

To reach the aim of this study following goals have been set: 

  

● Investigate if there is any current use cases and how they are implemented. 

● Investigate the pros and cons of using Linked Geodata compared to conventional methods 

● Investigate potential use for Linked Geodata 
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1.3   Delimitations 

This thesis is limited to Linked Geodata. It is covering other types of Linked Data to some extent to 

provide context and understanding for the process. Use cases are chosen on terms of relevance and 

availability. This thesis is not covering how the use cases are implemented in detailed coding. It is 

covering the structure and make for an accessible read for individuals with a limited amount of 

knowledge in the area. By conventional methods the publishing of data with no link or connection, is 

meant. The thesis does not cover the perspective of the users and only interviews data providers. 

This affects the result of this thesis. Potential uses will be estimated by the authors assumptions 

influenced by other sources and interviews. 

 

1.4   Disposition 
In Section 2 related studies is summarized and briefly discussed. In Section 3 the methodology of the 

study is be stated. In section 4 the current status and implementation of Linked Geodata is 

presented. In Section 5 the challenges and possibilities with Linked Geodata will be identified.  

Section 6 consists of shortcomings in the study and a discussion. The last section is Section 7 which 

consists of a conclusion and also a future work segment where suggestions of what can be done in 

the future.  

 

2   Related work 
Following Section consists of definitions and concepts of Linked Data and geodata followed by a 

section describing articles and studies in the field of Linked Geodata.  

 

2.1   Definitions and concepts of vital terms 
The following section will describe key element and the basic idea behind the following concepts 

 

2.1.1   Linked Data and the Semantic Web  
The Semantic Web contribute meaning to describe, query and reason over web content and data. 

This is done by a combination of web technologies such as a universal data structure (RDF, The 

Resource Description Framework), a way to link the information (HTTP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 

and a way to query data (SPARQL). At last a means to annotate and describe data using ontologies, 

usually done in RDFS (RDF Schema) or OWL (Web ontology language) (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). 
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Linked Data is a vital part of the Semantic Web and refers to one way of publishing structured data 

on the web and interlinking it. Linked Data has been seen as the only working module of the 

Semantic Web in present days. However Linked Data can be seen as a separate module in distinction 

to Semantic Web because of its own growth in the last year (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). In 2006 Tim 

Berners-Lee published an article specifying four basic rules or expectations of behavior, which 

describes the linking of data in a simple manner (Berners-Lee, 2009): 

 

1. Use URI as names for things. 

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names. 

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards (RDF*, 

SPARQL). 

4. Include links to other URIs, so they can discover more things. 

  

The linking refers to RDFs that consists of Triplets in a sequence of Subject, Predicate and an Object. 

These three components are then identified uniquely by URI (Universal resource identifier). Example 

of this could be: 

 

Object: ”<http://example.org/#spiderman>” 

Predicate: ”<http://www.perceive.net/schemas/relationship/enemyOf>” 

Subject: ”<http://example.org/#green-goblin>” 

 

In this instance it describes spider man as enemy of green goblin (W3C, 2014). These RDFs is then 

defined in the SPARQL query language, which can query and describe the RDFs (W3C, 2008). As an 

extension GeoSPARQL is available. GeoSPARQL supports queries and representation of geospatial 

data. It defines a vocabulary for RDF represented geospatial data and acts as extension for the 

SPARQL query language (OGC).  

 

Connecting these Triplets with other Triplets can then create for example a big Linked Data Cloud 

also known as a Semantic Cloud (Abele et. al, 2017). The Semantic Cloud can be seen as a part of the 

Semantic Web technology (Brabra et. al, 2016). In Figure 1 you can see a Linked Open Data cloud 

diagram. It is Linked Open Data illustrated with cloud diagram with individual clickable objects with 

information attached to it (Abele et. al, 2017). 
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Figure 1: Shows a Linked Open Data cloud diagram (Abele et. al, 2017). 

 

As mentioned the information in cloud is Open Data. Open data is to release information available 

for anyone to use, reuse and share without any requirement of citation or sublicensing (SKL, 2016). 

Tim Berners-Lee released in 2010 a grading system for Open Data where the highest grade included 

that your Open Data should be Linked Open Data, this is displayed in Figure 2. (Tim Berners-Lee, 

2010). 
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Figure 2: A grading system for open Linked Data (Tim Berners-Lee, 2010). 

 

2.1.2   Geodata and Geo Information 
Geodata is a shortening of the words geographical data. Geodata is digital information that describes 

a phenomenon that has indirect or direct geographic position. This could be map data or registered 

information about geological phenomena. Example of such information could be information about 

buildings, lakes, roads, vegetation and population (SGU). 

  

Special systems to handle GI have been around since the early 1960s. These systems were by then 

used in a very specific way, usually handling just one simple function. In the 1970s this started to be 

more common and the emerging term GIS (Geographical Information System) was introduced. These 

systems were made to perform specific geometry calculations. In present time GI have been used in 

web-based tools such as Google Earth and OpenStreetMap (OSM) (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). OSM is 

created by the community and free to use under an open license. OSM creates and provides 

geographic information through maps and structured databases (OSM, 2017). 

  

The growth of GI is apparent. Nevertheless users have not fully realized the impact in their everyday 

activities and work. The cause for this is that GI often forms a canvas which objects and information 

is displayed on, it is rarely an end on its own. GI therefore play a vital role in combining and implicitly 

linking datasets together for example through spatial relationships. GI data is as of yet not that well 

organized mostly because the technology has not met the needed requirements. This results in GI 

not being fully realized and has much more potential to be obtained (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). 
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2.2   Related work of Linked Geodata 
GeoKnow is a project covering the development of the Semantic Web and geospatial data. The 

project offers a wide range of articles in the area of Linked Geodata. The project did not only provide 

articles describing problems and opportunities, it also developed own tools and solutions on Linked 

Geodata problems. One of these tools is “FAGI-gis: A tool for fusing geospatial RDF data”. The tool 

can perform geospatial processing transformations on RDF features with a geometry aspect 

(Giannopoulos et. al, 2016). The project was funded by EU and is hosted by University Leipzig and 

InfAl (Institute for Applied Informatics). Compared to this thesis this project was done on a much 

bigger scale with a longer time frame and with fundings a lot of personnel involved. The project 

involved more actual solutions and tools, while it did not review existing once. It was active between 

2013 and 2015 (GeoKnow, 2013).  

 

“Linked Data : a Geographic Perspective”  is a book written by Glen Hart and Catherine Dolbear 

(2013). The book is about GIS and Linked Data as well as the process of integrating them together. It 

also provides practical guidance of the implementation of GI as Linked Data. The book can be read 

regardless of knowledge in the certain subject. Compared to this thesis the book is not reviewing 

certain use cases and acts more of guide than a review of Linked Geodata (Hart & Dolbear, 2013). 

 

Marcell Roth & Arne Bröring (2013) representing the project of 52° North have published an article 

called “Linked Open Data in Spatial Data Infrastructures”. The publication gives example how Spatial 

Data Infrastructure (SDI) can be converted to Linked Data. Compared to this article serves more as 

guide how to implement Linked Open Data. It recognizes other projects although the main focus is 

the guidance and not bringing up pros and cons (Roth & Bröring, 2013).  

 

A. Östman and E. Blomqvist published an article called “Länkade Geodata Omvärldsanalys” (2014). 

The article summarizes their analysis of implementing Linked Geodata in Sweden. The article has 

analyzed use cases around the world. It resulted in some key succeeding factors that need to be 

considered when implementing Linked Geodata. The article is similar to this thesis in regard that it 

reviews different use cases around the world. It differ in the method where it seem to be mostly 

based literature study, however it is stated they had email contact with some person of interest. The 

article does not cover the actual implementation in detail (Blomqvist & Östman, 2014).  

 

Stefan Wiemann and Lars Bernhard published an article called “Spatial data fusion in Spatial Data 

Infrastructures using Linked Data” (2015). The article addresses possibilities for integration of SDI in 
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the Semantic Web. Linked Data application principles are discussed in detail. The article differ from 

this thesis hence it presents a prototype implementation. It concentrates on the actual fusion 

method more than reviewing other use cases (Wiemann & Bernhard, 2015). 

 

Sven Schade and Paul Smits published an article through the European Commission called “Why 

Linked Data Should Not Lead to Next Generation SDI” (2012). The article identifies some problems 

with Linked Data. The article reflects on lesson learned and concludes that Linked Data should open-

up the current silos of geodata, rather than enhance the internal reorganization. The article differs in 

its agenda where it has a clear statement in the title (Schade & Smits, 2012). 

 

Frans Knibbe at Geodan Research has published an article called “Linked Data and geoinformatics a 

gap analysis” (2014). The article identifies that a cooperation of Linked Data and GI is vital for both 

parts. Current issues are discussed and are the centerpiece of this article compared to this thesis. 

The method used is not clearly stated (Knibbe, 2014).  

 

Werner Kuhn, Tomi Kauppinen and Krzysztof Janowicz have written an article called “Linked Data - A 

Paradigm Shift for Geographic Information Science. The paper explains the general science and 

concept of GIS and Linked Data. It also covers the general innovations brought about by Linked Data. 

It concludes with showing that longstanding problems with GIS are now approachable with this 

technique. While stating new, more specific challenges that has emerged. This article is stating 

problems while it is not covering current use cases (Kuhn et. al, 2014).  

 

Liang Yu and Yong Liu have written an article called “Using Linked Data in a heterogeneous Sensor 

Web: challenges, experiments and lessons learned” (2015). The paper covers the challenges that 

appear when using Linked Data for environmental applications with multiple sources. They also 

integrate a system republishing real-world data into Linked Geo Sensor Data to accomplish better 

interoperability and integration. This article differs in the way it focuses on the Geo Sensor Data and 

they actually implement a system (Yu & Liu, 2015). 

 

Andrej Andrejev et. al have written an article called “Spatio-Temporal Gridded Data Processing on 

the Semantic Web” (2015). The article presents an in-depth analysis of spatial data in the Semantic 

Web. They present a hybrid data store where array are incorporated in RDF graphs as nodes. They 

have also extended the Semantic Web query language SPARQL to be able to be suitable for 

processing arrays and geo coverages. This article is more in depth in the technical specification 
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compared to this thesis and they also implement a tool. It is stating problems and possibilities they 

have encountered rather than summarize other use cases and their problems and possibilities 

(Andrejev et. al, 2015). 

 

3   Method 
The method being used is mostly qualitative and is gathered from both a literature study and 

interviews. The thesis chooses to study certain use cases. These use cases is selected on relevance, 

maturity and the amount of information available both through interviews and publications. The 

following flowchart displayed in Figure 3 presents the process of the method.  

 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart showing the methodology of the thesis. 1. First an Aim of the study and goals are set to 

have clear purpose of the thesis. 2. Information about the area is gathered to find good material for the 

Literature review and increase the knowledge in the area. 3. Interviews and the Literature review is performed, 

information is interacting with each other to support claims. 4. The information from previous step is compiled 

and written in the report. 5. The information is discussed in detail and a conclusion is made. 
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3.1   Literature study 
A literature study of written sources is conducted to study some use cases and how they have 

implemented and reviewed their projects. As well as to be able to construct the Related work in 

Section 2. The literature study mostly consists of reports, webpages, published articles and published 

books. This thesis has used selected parts of the literature. The literature has been selected carefully 

to be sure the content creator is serious. 

 

3.2   Interviews 

Interviews are done to obtain information from authorities and people's opinion that worked with 

Linked Geodata. Most of the interviews are conducted through email or telephone. This is mostly 

because of the limited amount of use cases which resulted in contacts situated far away from where 

the thesis is written.  Another factor to take into account is that some of the individuals interviewed 

prefer to express themself in written form rather than oral. The interviews are done with personnel 

working with land surveying institutes in Sweden, Netherlands and Finland. All the participants have 

had the option of being anonymous or mentioned by name. They also had the option to review how 

they are cited.  

 

4   Current status and implementation 
The following current use and implementation will first look at national use in Sweden, Netherlands 

and Finland. It will then cover a private initiative of Linked Geodata with work done by an University 

of Leipzig.  

 

4.1   National institutes 
The countries that have implemented and invested in Linked Geodata are Netherlands, Finland and 

England. Denmark is currently investing in it (Hägg, 2017). In the following section the situation and 

implementation in Sweden, The Netherlands and Finland is explained. 

 

4.1.1   Länkade Geodata, Sweden 
On the 8th of August, 2014 Lantmäteriet, the Swedish national institute for mapping Sweden 

(Lantmäteriet, 2017) released an article where they had granted 500 000 Swedish kronor 

(Approximately 50 000 Euro) for a project called “Länkade Geodata” (Linked Geodata). The founding 

was financed by Vinnova. Vinnova is Sweden's innovation institute and is working under the business 
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department of the government. Their objective is to encourage initiatives that will help to generate 

sustainable growth. The project was led by Lantmäteriet with other Swedish institutes SGU (Swedish 

Geological Investigation), Naturvårdsverket, MSB (Authority for Civil Protection and Readiness), 

NOVOGIT AB, Linköping University and FPX (Future Position X) as partners (Lantmäteriet, 2014). The 

project was implemented to increase the knowledge and understanding within authorities to 

enlighten them of the possibilities of Linked Data. Progress of the project plan also implied to 

develop methods and processes within public administration to enable linking of geographical data 

between authorities (Blomqvist & Östman, 2014).  

 

The project was an initiative to aid at least one out of these political set goals (Blomqvist & Östman, 

2014): 

  

● Simplify everyday life for citizens and companies, especially through the administrations 

collaborate services.  

● Simplify the construction of a national digital register map, also integrate the current 

property register and property map. 

● Contribute to environmental improvements with help from IT. 

● Contribute to a more effective public sector with a lower cost. 

 

The project identified following succeeding factors for Linked Geodata (Blomqvist & Östman, 2014): 

 

● A business model - is needed to clarify what value Linked Data have for the organization and 

for others involved. To develop a structured way of producing and delivering data. 

● Persistent ID - To develop a strategy for creating and maintenances of persistent URI. 

Favorable a international standard. 

● Quality, ownership and updating - to clarify ownership for data, which results in quality 

responsibility, and responsibility to keep data updated. It is also important to have a strategy 

to clearly communicate quality aspects and other possibilities like Service Level Agreement. 

● Visibility for third way parties - to make data easy to spot for third way party or potential 

consumers. Easy to understand and reuse. 

● Linking - data should be linked with other authorities, linking that result in lesser quality 

should be avoided. 

● Data accessibility and licenses - data should be accessible through the web, SPARQL 

endpoints etc., with clear terms of condition.  
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● Standards, vocabularies and ontologies - data should respect, and relate to current 

standards, as well reuse well established vocabularies and ontologies. 

● Confidentiality - data that is confidential should avoid being licensed as open data, still 

eligible for authorized authorities. 

● Tools and infrastructure - there should stable and adjustable tools to publish and maintain 

data, as well an internal structure that supports the publications.  

 

Lantmäteriet have not implemented any system for using Linked Geodata of today. The institute 

keeps track of development in neighboring countries and is familiar with the concept. A discussion 

within the institute has been done, with no plans of proceeding with a pilot project (Hägg, 2017). 

The project produced guideline program for linked open data called “Vitbok”. The guideline strive to 

increase the knowledge of the process while publishing linked open data. The project have applied 

for more funding. The authorities willing to move on with project are SGU (Geological Survey of 

Sweden), MSB (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency) and SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute). The only implementation done is by SCB (Statistiska Central Byrån) the 

implementation handled raw statistics hence classified as regular Linked Data (Blomqvist & Östman, 

2014).  

 

4.1.2   National Land Survey of Finland (NLSF), Finland 
NLSF is the national mapping and cadastral authority, as well as national land registration authority 

and responsible of NSDI (National Spatial Data Infrastructure) implementation (Tiainen, 2015).  

 

NLSF is currently using Linked Geodata in their services. They are the second national institute after 

England to proceed in developing such a system (Hägg, 2017). They are for example using it for their 

National Topographic Database (NTDB) (Tiainen, 2015). It is developed for data delivery and is 

currently in pilot stage. It provides their spatial data set about buildings on the internet, all the 

buildings features are provided by the URI which is given to the spatial objects (Hietanen, 2017). 

 

4.1.2.1   Applications used in implementation 

The general implementation was made with a Java application to create the transformation to RDF 

data. To separate each of the spatial objects from their URI Java Spring Framework was used. To 

store the RDF and provide SPARQL endpoints Apache Jena TDB Fuseki was used. SPARQL endpoint 

was implemented to query the dataset (Hietanen, 2017). 
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4.1.2.2   URI strategy 

The implementation has been done using a specific designed URI. The URI is designed as followed:  

 

http://{domain}/{type}/{datasetId}/{localID}/{versionId} 

 

The {domain} in use is “paikkatiedot.fi translated into “spatial data.fi”. A national URI redirection 

service maintained by the Finnish NLS (National Land Survey). CSIROs PID service software used for 

the implementation. The {type} can either be so (spatial objects), id (real world objects), def 

(concepts) or doc (documentation related to the other three types). Inspire is responsible for 

creating an “id” for real world objects when they are modelled as spatial objects in Inspire. So-

component is replaced with an /id/ -component consisting of the URI of the spatial object (so). In 

the case where several different organizations creates an URI for the same spatial object a linking 

can be done using skos:SameAs. The “def” concept can consist of any controlled vocabularies such as 

code lists, schemes, thesauri etc. The “doc” is related to the other three entities and refer to them, 

usually in formats like GML or JSON. The “doc” URI is decided by provider of the data. The dataset id 

is the resource identifier. This is mandatory for Inspire datasets, it can be used by non-Inspire 

datasets also. Used with with a 7 digit integer and maintained by NLSfi. {LocalId} is a persistent 

identifier for the object and the string is not limited. It is locally unique and it is the data provider's 

responsibility to keep the {localId} unique and persistent. The {versionId} is not mandatory, used to 

identify a version of an object. It consists of string with a maximum of 25 digits (Tiainen, 2015). 

  

 
Figure 4: Illustration of the URI redirections (Tiainen, 2015) 

about:blank
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From the real world object an URI for the concept is created and one for the spatial object. The 

application creates an URIs for spatial objects and real world objects. NTDB are updated and 

populated by cities on densely populated areas (called “NTDBurban”) and by NLS on other areas 

(called “NTDBtopo”). The spatial objects-URI of NTDBurban and NTDBtopo is then linked by /id/-URI 

of the real world entity and is assigned as the generalized object in NTDBtopo. The references in the 

RDF database is created or updated. References can be saved in /doc/-type URI or the database. The 

linked URI is then linked to the concept-URI to integrate non-spatial data with the spatial data. This 

aswell is uploaded to the RDF-database (Tiainen, 2015).  

 

The data is uploaded to the RDF database and can by WFS (OGC Web feature service) be published 

in their National Geoportal. The NTDB is meant to be eligible for nationwide linking of spatial data 

(Tiainen, 2015).  

 

 
Figure 5: The technical structure of the implementation (Tiainen, 2015) 

 

4.1.2.3   Ontology and geometry (WFS as Linked Data) 

To describe and model the dataset a vocabulary was made with OGC GeoSPARQL (Hietanen, 2017). 

This was chosen because of the widely used OGC standards within Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI). 
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The vocabulary was used to support coordinate reference system features as well as topological 

relations (Hietanen et. al, 2016).  

 

First an existing UML / GML data model is modified. It was improved by knowledge about meta 

documents and hierarchy of geographic name place type division. 

 

 
Figure 6: OWL ontology used. Solid lines illustrates the class hierarchy (Hietanen, 2016) 

 

All the spatial objects are then provided with an unique URI similar to the model used for the first 

implementation.  
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Figure 7: NLS modified graph of redirections and the content negotiation, originally from W3C(Hietanen,2016) 

 

To link the spatial objects to the dataset Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) is used. The 

relationship is expressed directly. To determine which objects belong to which dataset a subset is 

used. This is used to chop the objects down to a small enough size. The URIs are then define by 

adding the municipal code. By requesting from these subsets an URI, information of subset and the 

label is obtained (Hietanen et. al, 2016). 

 

4.2.1.4    WFS conversion implementation 

The general concept is provided at Figure 8. There is a client that sends an request to the finish 

Linked Data domain (paikkatiedot.fi). It is then redirected to Geographic Names as Linked Data 

service. The URI is then parsed by the service. This results in a creation of a WFS query according to 

the URI. It then sends the query to NLSF WFS. There it creates a RDF customized by the response and 

returns the data to the client, in a desired serialization format. The data is guaranteed to be up-to-

date because of WFS enabling the function of not having to replicate the original dataset (Hietanen 

et. al, 2016).  
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Figure 8: NLS Geographic names as Linked Data service (Hietanen, 2016) 

 

The process is divided into a two separate processes. The first one is the preliminary process and it 

reduces the number of requests to the WFS, for the real time process. Data about areas for example 

regions is stored in RDF format. The preliminary process does not have to be re-executed, only if 

changes are made in the original data model. Changes in the original data model or type of hierarchy 

result in change of code. The second one is the real time process. It is executed when a request to an 

object, subset, dataset or definition URI. Data content of the WFS query is combined with RDF data 

created in the preliminary process; it is transformed to RDF as well (Hietanen et. al, 2016).  

 

The services provide data in the serializations formats of RDF / XML, Turtle, JSON-LD and HTML.  

Turtle is the syntax that allows a RDF-graph to be written in natural and compact text form (W3C, 

2014). JSON-LD is the JSON format for Linked Data it helps to interoperate at web-scale (JSON-LD).  

Where the HTML format is for human readability purpose. Google understands the content provided 

by RDF content in the JSON-LD format. This is done by putting RDF content inside of the script tags in 

HTML. Schema.org is used and its Place class (Hietanen et. al, 2016).  
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This setup supports both search engines as well as humans to browse the whole content. There is an 

index for all the objects in the dataset. This can easily be done from a search engine. The working 

group hopes this will encourage others to use URI to refer to objects, even from another dataset 

(Hietanen et. al, 2016) 

 

4.1.3   The Netherlands’ Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping Agency 

(Kadaster) 
Kadaster is a Dutch institute operating under political function of the minister of infrastructure and 

the environment, it is non-departmental public body. It is responsible to collect and register data, 

both spatial and administrative. Also responsible for the general mapping and maintaining the 

national reference system (Kadaster). 

 

Kadaster have implemented Linked Geodata for key registers of the Dutch government data. This 

includes Topography service, Parcels service, Building and Addresses service and many other 

services. The Linked Data is developed within the Kadaster Data Platform program and in close 

cooperation with the open community Platform Linked Data Netherlands (PLDN). The platform is 

available for anyone to use for free. One of the goals is to make the data usable for anyone and not 

only for the GIS community (Folmer, 2017). The project strives after the principles set up by Tim 

Berners-Lee (see Section 1.5.1) (Kadaster). 

 

4.1.3.4   URI strategy 

Regarding the PiLOD project they want to minimize the usage of minting new URI, Reusing existing 

URIs. URI strategy consists of four starting points (Stoter, 2014). 

 

1. Link up with international best-practices. 

a. Linking up with other international developments is beneficial because of global 

devised solutions. European regulations are becoming increasingly more important 

for the Dutch government. 

2. Link up with existing developments. To reuse as much as possible of already existing 

standardized modules and registrations.  

3. Anticipate deviating systems. Preparation for systems that are not a part of the national 

strategy. These systems must still be linkable.  
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4. Keep it as simple as possible, but not simpler. Keep the approach not too complex or too 

simple. It is important to yield sufficient results without the strategy not being able to 

adequately be applied.  

 

The pattern adopted in the implementation is: 

 

http://{domain}/{type}/{concept}/{reference} 

{domain}= {internet domain} / {path} 

 

The {domain} consists of a internet domain with an optional path within the domain. The {domain} 

mostly serves two purposes. First of all it defines and specifies the certain object and distinguish it 

from another object from another database. The other purpose is to ensure that the domain is 

trustworthy; this is obtained by choosing the domain carefully. The {path} is implemented to serve in 

cases where multiple collections of objects exist within a register. It serves as a way to create extra 

namespace. The {type} reveals which kind of URI is integrated. This could be “id”, “doc” or “def”. 

“def” is used to describe the ontology and the other two are used to identify information and 

resources from the objects. The {concept} is mostly meant for humans to be able to identify what 

kind concept the specific URI is. It also acts like a separator regarding cases where there are multiple 

objects that have no unique identifier. The {reference} is the name or code that can identify 

individual objects (Stoter, 2014).  

 

4.2   Local institutes and private initiatives 
  

4.2.1   LinkedGeoData.org 
LinkedGeoData (LGD) is a project started by AKSW research group from Universität Leipzig 

(LinkedGeoData, 2017). It is a project that strives to create a spatial dimension to the Semantic Web. 

It uses information gathered from OpenStreetMap (OSM) and transforms the information as a RDF 

knowledge base, in line with the Linked Data principles. It consists of 300 million ways and 3 billion 

nodes. This translates into 20 billion RDF triples. The project is live and had its latest fix in 3th of 

February, 2017. The project is able to support other projects using their data and they have them 

self-developed a LGD Browser as a pilot representation (LinkedGeoData, 2017).  

 

about:blank
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4.2.1.2   Architecture 

The architecture is shown in Figure 9 (below). The OSM data is processed in three different routes. 

The LGD Dump Module transform OSM data to RDF and commits a triple storage. This Data is 

accessible in the static SPARQL endpoint. A copy is made for the live SPARQL endpoint, to serve as an 

initial basis. The LGD Live sync Module downloads changesets from OSM and computes 

corresponding change set according to the RDF level, this process is done by the minute. Publishing 

this RDF dataset can then enable other data consumers to sync their own triple store. Not all OSM 

entities load into SPARQL endpoints, due to performance issues. The live version is used for projects 

or use cases where updates information is vital and the static is used for a stable version yielding the 

same result over a longer period of time. LGD offer downloads in three options Linked Data, REST 

API interfaces and SPARQL endpoints. The REST API provides query capabilities; this applies for RDF 

data about OSM ways and nodes. Relations are not supported as of yet. It also uses Osmosis data 

which is product developed by OSM (Stadler et. al, 2012).  

 

 
Figure 9: Graph showing the LinkedGeoData architecture (Stadler et. al, 2012) 

  

4.2.1.3   RDF and the URI 

The RDF-mapping consists of data from the OSM entities. The entities consist of a numeric ID and 

information delivered in a set of tags and predefined attributes. The URI is generated with the node 

and the id or the way and the id. The URI represent real-world entities and are non-information 

resources. The tag mapping is based on an approach that each tag can be mapped in isolation. This 

results in the RDF structure to be similar to the OSM structure. They use a tag mapper which is an 

object to generate RDF from tags. LGD implemented four tag mappers.  
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1. Resource: Designs two tags, one for a specific property and one for an object. These are 

designed as URI. Example could be (Religion = property, Christian = Object).  

2. Text: Takes the literal meaning of a tag's value 

3. Datatype: In regard to the specific datatype it interprets the value.  

4. Language: Maps the language for the tags, if there is one. 

 

These mapping is carried out and implemented in Java classes and configured in XML (Stadler et. al, 

2012).  

 

4.2.1.4   Ontology 

LGD describe their ontology as a lightweight OWL ontology. This can be seen in Figure 10 (below).  

 

 
Figure 10: Ontology showed in form of classes and subclasses (not all) (Stadler et. al,2012) 

 

The ontology is decided from the previous described tag mappers. For example in the case of the 

following two tag patterns: (tag1, tag2) and (tag1, *). The first pattern becomes a subclass of the 

second, which has no specified tag at the second slot.  

 

4.2.1.5   Interlinking 

LGD is interlinkable and interlinks with other initiatives like DBpedia and GeoNames, which are 

knowledge bases. Before linking LGD manually align classes from LGD with the other knowledge 

bases. The interlinking is then done class by class. This is done by using the labels and spatial 

information from the objects. Cities are for example matched for the words City, Town and Village. 

For each class-mapping a link specification is created. This link consists of metric specs. It is 
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calculated from the wgs84:lat- and :long-properties. This is provided by all considered data. This 

makes for a very precise interlinking.  

 

5   Result 
In the following Section challenges and possibilities are identified from the result gathered in the 

study. Firstly stated in a non-particular order and then described. 

 

5.1   Challenges 
In this section resulting challenges with Linked Geodata will be identified. The identified challenges 

were: 

 

● Support for Spatial Data 

● Vocabulary and ontologies 

● Funding and work duty 

● Finding a stable URI 

● Maintainence and capacity of the Semantic cloud 

 

5.1.1   Support for Spatial data 
Esa Tiainen involved in the project of Linked Data at National Land Survey of Finland is stating that 

there is a need to enable wide variety of spatial data usage. As well as to aid applications 

development with machine readable data assets. Tiainen also stresses the aid of interoperability of 

spatial data (Tiainen, 2017). A report from GeoKnow also showed flaws in how for example Oracle 

supported Semantic Data. If the spatial reference system URI did not have a valid spatial reference 

system id from Spatial Oracle. The system set WGS84 by default. There is also a need for more 

applications acceptable to Linked Data usage. In many cases the complexity of the RDF standards is 

an obstacle. There is a need of an easier technique that allow for easier implementation. This would 

increase the amount of application acceptable for Linked Geodata at the cost of making the linking 

less sophisticated (Giannopoulos et. al, 2012). 

 

5.1.2   Vocabulary and ontologies 
At the Land Survey of Finland they also name that more best practices regarding the vocabularies is 

needed in order to make Linked Geodata more interoperable. There is also a need of a common 

vocabulary (even though established vocabularies exist like GeoSPARQL, VoID), to simplify the usage 
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and sharing of data (Hietanen, 2017). A suggested solution to make this easier would be if a 

collaboration between OGC and W3C for Linked Data. This would mean they could state a common 

standard for the world or at least Europe, which would simplify the work (Knibbe, 2014). This also 

brought up by GeoKnow. In their release article called “Market and Research overview” they showed 

some promising tools emerging, however they also confirmed that the support for Geospatial data is 

not there yet. For example GeoSPARQL had problems to identify all major and minor differences in 

syntax. It also had problems with engines not following GeoSPARQL specification (Giannopoulos et. 

al, 2012). The report also states that GeoSPARQL is in need of a way of expressing common GIS 

functions for example coordinate transformation or calculate bounding box (Giannopoulos et. al, 

2012). The project has problems with GeoSPARQL and they claim it is not working properly. The 

industry has implemented GeoSPARQL in a limited amount of products. However the products 

where GeoSPARQL was implemented did not perform the way they wanted to. They had problems 

with having a working open GeoSPARQL endpoint up and running. The team however did not have 

problem with having SPARQL endpoint up and running, with this issue the applications had problems 

with doing spatial queries. The project group is at the moment setting up a benchmark to find 

solutions for GeoSPARQL in order to make it work properly (Formler, 2017). 

 

5.1.3   Funding and work duty 
Another challenge is to decide who take responsibility for the linking process and decide who will 

pay for the implements. This is something both Lars Hägg at Lantmäteriet (Hägg, 2017) and Erwin 

Folmer at Kadaster is identifying as problem (Folmer, 2017). In a report from GIGAS they as well 

state the issue of who would take responsibility to make the infrastructure being established and 

maintained. As well as the responsibility duty of making the actual linking process (Cox & Schade, 

2010). 

 

5.1.4   Finding a stable URI 
Lars Hägg at Lantmäteriet stated that one of the biggest problems in Sweden was finding a unique 

stable identifier, with other words a URI. Hägg states that the URI should not only be established for 

Geographical Information, it needs to be a URI for the collective state administration as a whole. In 

Sweden the government offices own the right of a URL that would be vital to use for the process 

(Hägg, 2017). In a presentation by GIGAS stable identifiers is brought up as challenges. Linked Data 

depends on a stable URL and the URI setup need to be precise. The URI need to be stable and there 

need to be URI patterns for customer defined objects (Cox & Schade, 2010). 
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5.1.5   Maintenance and capacity of the Semantic Cloud 
Hägg stresses the difficulties he sees with maintaining the semantic cloud and changing it. The 

manual change of the RDFs linking is to complicated and time consuming. Hägg also states the 

alarming amount of data that will be handled in the cloud and is questioning if it is doable when the 

size of the cloud exceeds a certain point (Hägg, 2017). This is also brought up in another report by 

European commission. The report recognized the problem of the size of Geographical Data, mostly 

because of geometries consisting of a series of coordinates that can be long. This could result in poor 

performance of applications and services. However the report also presents possible solutions such 

as using significant digits in coordinates, to prevent superfluous digits in the coordinates. Another 

solution would be to publish multiple geometries with several level of detail, this would be done to 

avoid unnecessary loading. As well as using compressing techniques (Knibbe, 2014). Erwin Folmer at 

Kadaster mentioned that one of their biggest problems is to daily update and maintain the Linked 

Geodata (Folmer, 2017).  

 

5.2   Possibilities 
In this section resulting possibilities with Linked Geodata is stated. The following possibilities are: 

 

● Enhanced interoperability 

● Increased social and economic value 

● Data become more accessible on the web and in search engines 

● Effective data management internally and externally 

● Increased quality 

● Probability of potential use and development 

 

5.2.1   Enhanced interoperability  
According to the project group behind Länkade Geodata it becomes easier to understand and use 

other authorities data and it can be reused in more purposes than it was originally meant to be used. 

An agreement is needed to state how the information should be linked and interpreted. The Linked 

Data enables opportunities to use a common platform with standardized formats of the data that 

can be combined. It also states that it will decrease the amount of data that describes the same 

information and instead Linked Data enable the function to extract the unique data through linking it 

to other institutes data (Blomqvist & Östman, 2014). Today Geodata is stored in so called “Silos” 

often kept by institutes. With Linked Data these institutes can link their data and “Silos” becomes 

dissolved. The information get unified (Folmer, 2017) 
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5.2.2   Increased social and economic value 
Folmer at Kadaster states that there is big social and economic value in introducing Linked Geodata. 

It makes the process of open data more convenient and makes the process of sharing the data 

easier. Reusing the data becomes easier. For example developers and companies can use the data 

and create applications. These applications can then be used by citizens and other businesses. This 

could result in a social and economic growth (Folmer, 2015). 

 

5.2.3   Data becomes more accessible on the web and in search 

engines 
This is mentioned as one of the positive effects of Linked Data in Blomqvist & Östman publication of 

why Sweden should invest in Linked Data. At Kadaster this is something they are working on. They 

are having a conversation with Google to link their information about addresses and specific 

buildings in the Netherlands so it will appear on the side of the window when searching for an 

address or a building on Google. Folmer mentions that Google can index their data; they are only 

waiting for Google to build a widget for these kinds of procedures (Fomler 2017).  

 

5.2.4   Effective data management internally and externally 
With the development of the PiLOD project data management is very visible and it is easy to reach a 

SPARQL endpoint to see the query implemented for the specific data. This enable for fast switching 

between data and querying. It helps to understand how the data is linked and how it should be used. 

In the implementation of the PiLOD the URI is always unique and visible which helps the tracking 

process of identifying objects (Fomler, 2017). 

 

5.2.5   Increased quality 
URI in Linked Data helps connecting things with each other. URI can then create links between 

objects. Every institute can try to maintain their URI and use others maintained links. Links to other 

data sources increase the validity of the information. Partly in creating a context that confirms that 

the data is valid. Also the existence of links provides evidence that someone have put effort into 

linking the certain information. This also eliminates redundancy and also decreases the risk of 

someone creating copiously dataset (Blomqvist & Östman, 2014). Sharing and linking the data also 

prevent other companies and institute to copy their data. The copied data can end up in a lesser 
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quality than the original data; this makes the general data to consist of a lower quality. With Linked 

Data that number of copy attempts will be lowered (Folmer, 2017).  

 

5.2.6   Probability of potential use and development 
At Kadaster they stated that they believe in the technology in symbiosis with other technology. 

Erwin states that “It is not a golden bullet”. Kadaster would also like to create more complex Linked 

Data queries that could for example answer private citizens if they can build a shed at a certain 

point. As a potential use Kadaster would like to develop a self-service geoportal for citizens and 

companies that could give geospatial information. For example see where power lines are or if there 

is building permits for a specific house or building (Folmer, 2017). 

 

6   Discussion 
This section mentions shortcomings in the study will be stated followed by discussion regarding 

current status, challenges and possibilities. 

 

6.1   Shortcomings in the study 
 

6.1.1   Amount of interviews 
The amount of interviews could have been done in a larger quantitative. For example an interview 

with use cases in England could have been done. The interviews were dependent on contacts and 

the international interviews were able to be done through the one contact at Lantmäteriet. For 

example to interview a contact regarding Linked Geodata at Linköping University was attempted 

with no success. Interviews are valuable and could lead to key information that is suitable for the 

study. This would increase the overall quality of this thesis. 

 

6.1.2   Available information 
The available information was limited in some cases. For example were many publications about the 

implementation regarding Kadaster work with PiLOD only available in Dutch language. It made it 

hard to find on the web and made information not usable regarding technicalities. This was the 

biggest reason behind the limited amount of information regarding their implementation. Some 

studies and books was either not eligible or was rather expensive, the economy becomes a factor. 

More available information would have provided a deeper understanding and also more material for 

analysis.  
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6.1.3   Limited amount of use cases 
This study covered a limited amount of use cases. With regard to the time aspect it would have been 

difficult for the study to cover all use cases and how they are implemented. A choice of selection was 

made in an attempt to make the information more qualitative. More use cases would have created a 

better foundation to evaluate the aim of the study.  

 

6.2   Evaluation of current status and implementations 
 

6.2.1   Current status in Sweden 
In Sweden as of now there is no implementation of Linked Geodata in operation. One would make 

the cases SCB implemented Linked Geodata. SCB handled raw statistics and it was not any spatial 

relationships which would not make it Linked Geodata. The process has been started and guidelines 

have been set. It seems like the project is in need of funding and initiatives. Linked Data is not 

currently at state where it is taken for granted. There must be an institute that believes in the 

technology in order to proceed with the development. Lantmäteriet handle a lot of geodata and 

with the current situation of them waiting for something in technology to happen (globally), it seems 

like also Sweden as country will wait at a government level to implement it. 

 

6.2.2   Current status internationally 
It seems like the three big countries using Linked Geodata is Finland, Netherlands and England. On 

authority standpoint Netherlands and Finland seem to be in the state of the art. With a lot of 

progress in recent years. They have implemented successful implementations with PiLOD (PLOD) and 

NLDB. The current users believe in the technology and there seem to be more progression to come, 

aslo influencing nearby countries like Denmark. 

 

6.2.3   Comparison of the systems 
The implemented systems in Finland and Netherlands have a similar structure. They both have a 

URI-Strategy that is similar. This is a positive aspect as it could lead to a future comparability 

between the systems. The Netherlands seem to have a more open and clear plan of their 

implementation. They have an implemented platform with Open Data which is shared between 

authorities and is free to use for everyone. Finland seems to have a more closed implementation of 

Linked Geodata, using it internally between authorities.  
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6.3   Evaluation of challenges and possibilities 
This section will contain Challenges and possibilities, followed by a own section discussing the 

possibilities and potential use for Digpro AB and other companies 

 

6.3.1   Challenges 
There are some challenges with Linked Geodata. The two biggest problems seem to be maintenance 

and finding a working vocabulary for queries. With maintenance issue it seems like there is no easy 

way to maintenance it as of now. It is important as of now that someone is prepared to take 

responsibility for this. Otherwise the Semantic Cloud will become outdated and then there is no 

reason to keep having it, it becomes a memory of an old state of progress. There is a need of a 

working vocabulary that is unified, for easy interlinking. GeoSPARQL exist and seem to be a 

promising direction of progress with more support for spatial relationships and geodata in general. 

However developers have stated the issue GeoSPARQL is having and as mentioned Folmer goes as 

far to say it is not working properly. At some point it is also positive for own development of 

vocabulary and query things. It makes for a competitive development for new improvements. 

Interlinking between initiatives may suffer hence there is no unified vocabulary. 

 

The need of stable unique identifier seems to be an important step to create a good linking 

environment. In the Netherlands and Finland they seem to have clear strategy for this and no issues 

are stated in publications or interviews. This seems to be local problem in Sweden. The problem 

seems to be due to license restrictions to use some URIs and the lack of initiatives to create a proper 

setup.  

 

The funding and work duty is a rather big problem as well. When linking data the purpose is to 

create a dataset with other institutes, to create a non-divisible dataset. The workload regarding for 

example to maintain the interlinking becomes more of a grey area. The maintaining of the dataset 

will be unified and different institutes will maintain other institutes data inevitably. This requires an 

institute having a leading role in maintaining the Linked Data or having divided responsibility. 

Dividing the responsibility could be problematic and cause both dispute and the risk of the system 

decaying. A third viable option would be to have a certain institute or department doing the work. 

Another problem is to make companies or authorities share their data which costs to collect and 

store. Even if they share the data some organization does not want to rely on external information 
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that will be used in vital business needs. The funding is a big question and one may make the 

argument that government could help with the funding.  

 

6.3.2   Possibilities 
The possibilities are many. The possibility of linked dataset between authorities is a opportunity. As 

Tim Berners-Lee is stating it enriches the open data abilities and it would have a great impact both in 

social and economic standpoint. This could in the long run impact the country's development in 

many kind of working field. It could create a leap in progression compared to other countries if 

Linked Geodata exceeds the expectations. Crowd funded project could also benefit from the usage 

of Linked Geodata, however the data added need to be verified. Information is getting easier to find 

in search engines. By searching on the URI links information will be a lot easier to find about specific 

objects. More complex questions could also be answered hence more complexed queries being able 

to be performed. The user just need to know some triple value and the search engines could be 

perform the rest. This is something that would enrich the environment for everyday use. The quality 

aspect is interesting; it is important to decide who should be able link information or have strict 

control of the information. Linking Geodata in this way could also disable barriers and enable cross-

border information between municipalities or even countries. This could be vital in incidents or 

major accidents like a breakout of forest fire for example.  

 

6.3.2.1   Possibilities at Digpro AB and other companies 

The possibilities to use Linked Geodata at private company like Digpro AB are limited. To use Linked 

Geodata in your Open Data is beneficial for authorities that are big data holders and can sometime 

be financed by the government. To release Open Data for private company  like Digpro AB could lead 

to substantial economic loses. Private companies usually do not have a big library of data content 

which would also limit the amount of published data. Digpro AB could use the technology to link geo 

information in their web application with their customers. The customers can be municipalities with 

their own data set about a certain area. If both Digpro AB and the customers can name their things 

with a consistent URI system and make their data RDF ready, so the linking can be done. This could 

be used to integrate more information in their web applications. This is hypothetical and would need 

to be investigated.  
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7   Conclusion and future work 
This section will consist of a conclusion followed by recommended future work. 

 

7.1   Conclusion 
The possibilities with Linked Geodata are limitless and potential of having a unified dataset which 

enriches the community and working sector is tempting. It is a tool for all kind of dataset and is also 

preparing the web for the machine readability. The future in Sweden looks dependent on how other 

implementations succeed in for example Finland and the Netherlands. There are some obstacles and 

problems with Linked Geodata however none of them seem to be at the stage of stopping 

investments in the area. Geodata seem to be a hard dataset to link with mentioned problems to 

query it with GeoSPARQL. The maintenances of the linkable datasets seem to be the other big 

problem. However this could be fixed and the Linked Geodata would be improved greatly. The 

potential use can be huge for authorities like mapping institutes and geodata institutes to publish for 

example their Open Data and integrate it into search engines. This could also extend to 

municipalities when the technique becomes more standardized and common. It is unclear how 

private company would benefit to link their geographic datasets. If it is done it should be agreement 

with a customer. However it is of importance that organizations have a clear business model for how 

they should use the Linked Geodata and who should use it.  

 

7.2    Future work 

An investigation of implementation of Linked Geodata in Sweden more specifically and how it should 

be done. This could be done both at authority standpoint or investigate private companies need of 

the technology. An actual implementation plan could be done with examples of how it would be 

installed. 

 

An investigation regarding responsibility and verification of the actual linking of Linked Data could be 

done. This can also be done from judicial standpoint, either look at a specific country or compare 

cases from different countries. Also investigate the funding possibilities and try to investigate if it can 

be funded from the government or if there is another solution. 

 

A more technical standpoint would be to try make an own pilot version of a Linked Geo dataset. 

There are already some examples of this kind of work, however the technology is still relative 
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unproven and this would help the research. This requires a lot of time and also knowledge in the 

area. This would allow for deeper understanding regarding Linked Geodata which could provide 

interesting thoughts on possibilities and challenges. 
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Bilaga 1 
Interviews Email 
The questions asked to institutes that uses Linked Geodata through email was: 

 

1. Is Linked Geodata in use? And if so what application / type of work is it used for? 

 

2. How was/is it implemented? 

 

3. Have you experienced any positive effects or upsides by implementing Linked Geodata?  

 

4. As well, have you experienced any problems and what is the major difficulties with using / 

implementing Linked Geodata? 

 

5. Ultimately, what is your take on using Linked Geodata in the future?  

 

Interview Telephone 
Interviews conducted through telephone or communication applications over the internet and were 

recorded and can be given on request. 
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